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1. Introduction

Scientists and policymakers have been fretting for decades about our failure to develop an effective, workable vaccine against human immunodeficiency virus (HIV). The basic science is extraordinarily complex, many researchers have rightly noted. Antiretroviral drugs were the path of least resistance, others have cogently observed.

The principal contention of this article is that the decades-long effort to produce a workable HIV vaccine has hardly been a failure. To the contrary, the scientific know-how acquired along the way has served as the critical foundation for the development of vaccines against the novel, pandemic SARS-CoV-2 virus.

The chronicle of repeated, unsuccessful efforts to develop an HIV vaccine is in some ways a parable about the leakiness of scientific knowledge. It is also a take-home lesson in the undervaluation of scientific and technological research. The supreme irony of the previous generation’s checkered attempts to overcome HIV is that in trying so hard to do so, it has ultimately facilitated the next generation’s conquest of another virus now ravaging the globe.

It is already widely acknowledged that HIV-related research and, in particular, HIV vaccine-related research, have had substantial spillover effects. Our thesis is more pointed. We contend that the repeated failures of HIV vaccine trials have served as a critical stimulus to the development of successful vaccine technologies today.

How could one possibly test the principal contention of this article? Obviously, we cannot rerun the tape on a counterfactual world deprived of a decades-long HIV vaccine initiative to see what would have happened to our technical capabilities. What we can do, however, is retell the real-world story of HIV vaccine research – with all its false leads and missteps – in a way that sheds light on the current state of the art of antiviral vaccines.

The main rejoinder to our hypothesis is that HIV vaccine development was no more than a blind alley, an unsuccessful bystander to more fruitful lines of research. Recently developed vaccines against COVID-19, it might be contended, are really descendants of successful vaccines.

---

1 As one group of reviewers put it, “In gaining this understanding, research progress in HIV-1 vaccine development has catapulted forward the fields of non-human primate and human immunology, retroviral biology, structural biology, genetics of the immune response, viral drug development, and vector development of gene delivery—all accomplishments that are benefitting many non-HIV-1 areas of research.” (Haynes et al. 2016) As another group of scientists noted, the attempt to develop an HIV vaccine “has been the inspiration for much research in vaccine technology, resulting in improved tools for induction of both T cell and antibody responses.” (Andersson, Schwerdtfeger, and Holst 2018)
against Ebola, MERS, SARS-CoV-1, human papillomavirus, and influenza (Li et al. 2020). Our response is that these successful vaccines likewise owe much to the vicissitudes of HIV vaccine development. Beginning in the 1980s, the inadequacies of tried-and-true models for making vaccines repeatedly pushed HIV vaccine research beyond conventional boundaries and into the forefront of scientific understanding. These general advances were subsequently translated into specific innovations in the development of workable, effective antiviral vaccines today.²

A secondary counterargument is that it has simply been a matter of adequate financing. Cumulative undiscounted R&D spending on HIV vaccines from 2000 to 2019 (the last year for which data are available) amounted to US$ 15.3 billion, about 80 percent of which came from the public sector, about 11 percent from philanthropic sources, and the remaining 9 percent from private, commercial firms (Resource Tracking for HIV Prevention R&D Working Group (RTWG) 2019, 2020). By contrast, the U.S. government’s Operation Warp Speed has spent about $10 billion in a matter of months (Ball 2021), and total investment in SARS-CoV-2 vaccine R&D and distribution has been already projected at $39.5 billion (Cornish 2020).

The response to the latter counterargument is that it doesn’t really prove or disprove our hypothesis about the critical role of HIV vaccine development. If anything, it reinforces the contention that we’d be a lot farther along in the search for an HIV vaccine if we had devoted adequate resources to the task, especially to the formation of public-private partnerships (Harris 2009). It reinforces the view long held by economists that science doesn’t simply march forward by fortuitous accident. Science is endogenous (Romer 1990, Azoulay 2002).

2. Learning by Doing, Knowledge Externalities

On February 4, 2020, the U.S. National Institute of Allergy and Infectious Diseases announced that it was halting its clinical trial of yet another candidate vaccine against HIV (NIAID 2020). The trial, called Uhambo, tested a vaccine based on canarypox, a live bird virus that can infect human cells without causing disease. The canarypox virus had been genetically altered to induce infected human cells to manufacture several key proteins of the HIV virus (Bekker et al. 2018). These proteins, it was hoped, would then stimulate the vaccine recipient’s immune system to protect against future infection by HIV.

² “Things like this give a real shock to a field, and the field makes a major advance. It’s just great, because, thanks to HIV, we were much better prepared – at least scientifically – for this virus, if not the level of boots on the ground, where we were not prepared at all. But scientifically, we’re ready for this.” (Yewdell 2020)
The Uhambo trial had been conducted in 14 sites across South Africa, enrolling over 5,400 HIV-negative participants 18–35 years old. More than half-way through the study, researchers had unsealed the data to find that the intervention group, composed of persons who got the candidate vaccine, and the control group, composed of persons who got an inert placebo vaccine, had about the same number of new cases of HIV. “While we are obviously disappointed in the results,” commented Winnie Byanyima, Executive Director of UNAIDS, “important science has been learned that can be carried forward to future trials.” (UNAIDS 2020)

Byanyima’s comment was right on target. Even the simplest, small-scale production process involves what economists call learning by doing (Arrow 1962). Let’s say you’re a restaurant chef learning to make clafoutis, a French dessert with fruit and a custard-like creamy filling. If you bake it too little, the dessert is runny and tastes like eggs. If you bake it too much, your patrons won’t appreciate the chalky custard. You’ve got to make clafoutis several times to really get the hang of it. To take a more complex example, once an organ transplant team has worked together on hundreds of cases, the transplant surgery goes faster, there are fewer complications, and the organ recipient’s long-term survival is improved.

The same goes for large-scale, complex scientific and technological research enterprises, including the task of developing and testing a vaccine against HIV. It’s not simply that the research team becomes more efficient at producing the candidate vaccine or carrying out a trial on human subjects. What matters even more is that researchers gain insights from their mistakes. The suspension of Uhambo was just the latest in a decades-long series of failures to find a vaccine against HIV and, in the process, to learn by trying, failing, rethinking, and trying again.

A great many of the candidate HIV vaccines that have been tested over the last three decades were originally developed by private firms and protected by patents. The private firms holding these patents have been competing for a very valuable prize. If a candidate vaccine turns out to be effective, its patent holder wins big. But when the candidate vaccine fails, all the competitors in the vaccine field – not just the patent holder – learn from the mishap. The patent holder can reap the rewards of success, but cannot fully capture the gains from its mistakes. We thus have a positive externality, specifically a knowledge spillover (Griliches 1992, Aghion and Jaravel 2015). An HIV vaccine trial ending in failure may still have an extraordinarily large social benefit even if its private benefit turns out to be vanishingly small, or even negative.
3. The Conventional Approaches Didn’t Work.

3.1. Inactivated and Live Attenuated Vaccines

Before the HIV epidemic of the 1980s, vaccines were made primarily through two conventional methods. First, inactivated vaccines were produced by heat or chemical treatment of a virus or other infectious organism. The Salk polio vaccine, for example, was produced by treating the poliovirus with formaldehyde (Juskewitch, Tapia, and Windebank 2010), a key component of embalming fluid. Second, live attenuated vaccines were produced by repeatedly passing the infectious organism through animals, cell lines, or unfavorable conditions in order to induce mutations that would render it harmless but still infectious. The original measles vaccine, for example, was made by passing the virus through cell cultures of human organs and chick embryos, as well as embryonated hen’s eggs (Stokes, Hilleman, and Weibel 1961). It wasn’t clearly known why these two approaches worked, but they were enormously successful in combating not only polio and measles, but also smallpox, rabies, mumps and rubella (German measles) (Zhang et al. 2019, Hicks, Fooks, and Johnson 2012). Currently, hepatitis A vaccine is available in both inactivate virus and live attenuated virus forms (WHO 2020).

Unfortunately, these previously successful, conventional approaches to vaccine development bumped headlong into two critical features of the natural course of HIV infection.


From the start of the HIV epidemic, there was abundant evidence that combating the virus would require not only humoral immunity, but also cellular immunity. Humans and other animals have evolved a dual, partly complementary and partly redundant system of defenses against noxious infectious agents (Plotkin 2010). Under humoral immunity, the defending animal produces antibodies that claw onto and neutralize the offending antigen. Under cellular immunity, certain white blood cells called killer lymphocytes attack and destroy other white blood cells that have lassoed the offender.³

As early as 1985, it was known that HIV stimulated the development of neutralizing antibodies in most infected people, but that those antibodies alone weren’t enough to confer

³ In the humoral system, helper (CD4+) lymphocytes recognize mostly large, exogenous molecules and present them to B lymphocytes, which in turn make antibodies to neutralize these antigens. In the cellular system, dendritic cells (and other antigen-presenting cells) recognize mostly small, endogenous molecules and present them to killer (CD8+) lymphocytes, which in turn destroy them. For example, both humoral and cellular immunity are involved in the body’s response to the chickenpox virus. A shingles outbreak occurs when cellular immunity is later weakened.
protection against disease (Robert-Guroff, Brown, and Gallo 1985, Weiss et al. 1985). By the 1990s, it was also known that HIV could transfer directly from an infected cell to another cell, thus avoiding humoral antibodies that roamed in extracellular fluids (Girard 1990). When an individual was first infected, it was subsequently found, the killer lymphocytes – not the antibodies – were responsible for tamping down the spread of the virus (Borrow et al. 1994, Koup et al. 1994, Price et al. 1997, Heeney and Plotkin 2006). In fact, progression of HIV infection to AIDS was associated with escape from killer cell control (Goulder et al. 1997). Later on, studies of elite controllers – chronically infected people who never seemed to progress to AIDS even without treatment – confirmed they were shielded by their cellular immune system (Genovese, Nebuloni, and Alfano 2013).4

3.2. HIV Mutated Rapidly.

HIV is a single-stranded RNA virus enclosed in an envelope. The RNA is positive-sense, which means it can immediately use the machinery in the infected cell’s cytoplasm to make viral protein.5 The only viral proteins that HIV immediately makes are an enzyme called reverse transcriptase, which converts the viral RNA to complementary viral DNA, and an integrase, which then integrates the viral DNA into the host cell DNA, where it then can remain latent for years. The initial process of reverse transcription, however, is extremely error-prone and subject to mutation. And, as the scientific community soon found out, there’s the rub.

The hypermutability of HIV played havoc with some of the basic ideas underlying vaccine development. Neutralizing antibodies against one isolated sample of the virus, it was found, did not necessarily cross-neutralize other isolated samples (Girard 1990, Wei et al. 2003). In what later became known as the transmitted founder effect, a single virus was almost always found to be involved in the initial transmission of an HIV infection from one person to another (Keele et al. 2008). But within months, the transmitted founder was replaced by mutated viruses

---

4 “Given the accumulation of evidence that cell-mediated immune responses play a substantial role in containment of primary HIV infection and suppression of viral replication, it is likely that a component of an effective vaccine is the ability to elicit HIV-specific T cells.” (Dubey et al. 2007)

5 RNA is ribonucleic acid, while DNA is deoxyribonucleic acid. Both are nucleic acids. A double-stranded DNA molecule has positive-sense and anti-sense strands. Positive-sense viral RNA is similar to a host cell’s own messenger RNA (mRNA) in that both are complementary to the anti-sense strand of DNA and thus can be immediately translated into protein once inside the cell. The RNA from HIV and coronaviruses is positive-sense. Influenza viruses have negative-sense RNA and thus need an extra packaged enzyme to make positive-sense RNA.
that did not react to antibodies developed by the infected person and thus might escape humoral immune control (Derdeyn et al. 2004).

These two critical features of HIV infection – the central role of cellular immunity and the hypermutability of the virus – posed serious problems for conventional vaccine technology. For one thing, inactivated virus vaccines appeared to stimulate the humoral system to make antibodies, but since they could not infect host cells, they did not stimulate the cellular immune system. To be sure, live attenuated virus vaccines did appear to stimulate the cellular system (Zhang et al. 2019). However, at least early on, it wasn't known what mutation was responsible for rendering the virus harmless. If the virus had been attenuated as a result of an unknown mutation, there was a genuine possibility that it could revert to its more virulent form as a result of a back mutation, or perhaps a separate compensatory mutation (Whatmore et al. 1995). Added to this concern was the possibility that supposedly attenuated viruses might still cause disease in patients whose immune system had been weakened by HIV. And then there was the possibility that the attenuated virus could recombine with a virulent, wild form of the virus. The live attenuated virus model was, at least for the meantime, off the table, too.

4. A Successful Vaccine May Not Mimic the Natural Immune Response.

Under the conventional, pre-HIV model of vaccination, the main strategy was to mimic the natural process of acquiring immune protection against the infectious agent. If contracting an infection naturally protected someone against getting it again, then the idea was to develop a vaccine that would make the blood of the vaccine recipient look like the convalescent serum of a recovered individual. HIV tossed this classic idea out the window. The problem was that we didn’t – and still don’t – have a crystal-clear notion of what it means to naturally recover, and thus become naturally immune, to HIV (Desrosiers 2004).

We’re not talking about the elite controllers who let HIV enter through the front door and then cohabit with their new guest indefinitely. To the contrary, we’re talking about a model of immunity in which HIV can’t even get past the front door – sometimes called sterilizing immunity (Dutta et al. 2016). At least for heterosexual transmission, that would mean an immune response that keeps the virus from traversing the mucous membranes involved in sexual contact.

---

6 "The human immunodeficiency virus (HIV) is the best-studied virus for which an established technology is unlikely to yield an effective vaccine. Like influenza virus and HCV [hepatitis C virus], HIV mutates at an extraordinarily rapid rate, allowing it to evade a neutralizing antibody response." (Letvin 2007)
at the very moment of infection. Achieving this level of immunity turned out to be even more challenging, as there was evidence that HIV itself may be able to disable those front-door defenses (Morrow et al. 2007, Letvin 2007).

As HIV vaccine researchers began to work on the most effective combination of stimulants to both humoral and cellular immunity, a novel reevaluation of the basic paradigm was in order. Protection and natural recovery from infection may be different (Plotkin 2010, Liu 2010). That could mean, for example, that a sufficiently large stimulus to humoral immunity could confer protection even though the levels of antibodies seen in naturally infected individuals didn’t appear to be sufficient. The same could apply to a sufficiently large stimulus to cellular immunity, much larger than among people naturally infected by HIV.

4.1. gp120, Viral Receptors, and the AIDSVAX Vaccines

Through detailed analysis of HIV’s molecular structure, researchers determined that the outer skin (or envelope) of the virus contains a key molecule named gp120, where “gp” is short for glycoprotein, which is basically a sugar-coated protein. This key molecule protrudes outward from the viral envelope and fits like a key into a viral receptor on the surface of a target cell in the victim’s body. Upon attachment of the key to the receptor, the viral envelope fuses with the target cell membrane, thus effectively opening the lock and permitting viral invasion of the cell. As it turned out, gp120 fit onto the viral receptor of a white blood cell called CD4+ lymphocyte that is critical in maintaining the body’s cellular immunity. What’s worse, the gp120 key also fit on viral receptors of other types of cells, including the nervous system.

The discovery of gp120 as the key molecule that attaches the host’s receptor led the way to a new model for potentially achieving immunity. Instead of using a whole virus to stimulate an immune response – as in the case of inactivated and live attenuated viruses – the approach would be to make a vaccine out of pure gp120. The goal was to artificially stimulate a strong humoral antibody response to the pure glycoprotein molecule, even if that sort of response did not occur during natural infection.

Two vaccine candidates adhering to this new model advanced to the point where they were evaluated in large clinical trials on volunteer, HIV-negative human subjects. Both were produced by VaxGen, a relatively small U.S. biotechnology company spun off from the larger firm Genentech in 1995. One of the candidate vaccines was AIDSVAX B/B, based upon the purified form of gp120 encountered in HIV subtype B, which circulated in countries where man-
to-man sex and the sharing of injection equipment were the main routes of transmission. The other candidate was AIDSVAX B/E, based on purified forms of gp120 seen in subtype B and in a hybrid-viral subtype circulating in Southeast Asia, where heterosexual transmission was more prevalent. A US$ 122 million joint venture with South Korean investors to manufacture more than 200 million doses of AIDSVAX vaccines annually was in the works (Harris 2009).

Unfortunately, AIDSVAX B/B failed to curb HIV in a study of over 5,400 volunteers in the U.S and the Netherlands (Flynn et al. 2005), while AIDSVAX B/E performed no better in a study of over 2,500 injection drug users in Bangkok, Thailand (Pitisuttithum et al. 2006). The failures of these two candidate vaccines became the focus of a substantial research effort. Both vaccines did indeed stimulate a humoral response against the gp120 stimulus, but that alone did not confer immunity (Gilbert et al. 2005). There was some evidence of a correlation between the protective effect of the gp120 vaccines and antibody-dependent cell-mediated immunity, but again, the findings were inconclusive (Forthal et al. 2007).

Even at this point in the narrative, the connections to SARS-CoV-2 vaccine development should be evident. The research on gp120 as the key molecule on the surface of HIV attaching to receptors on CD4+ lymphocytes and other tissues was the forerunner of subsequent research on the spike protein as the key molecule on SARS-CoV-2 attaching to ACE2 receptors in the lungs and other organs. But we’re getting ahead of our story.

5. Live Viral Vectors Become the New Model.

5.1. The STEP Trial of the Ad5 Viral Vector

In the face of the failure of the AIDSVAX candidate vaccines to stimulate protective humoral immunity against the key molecule gp120, and with growing evidence of the role played by cellular immunity in the defense against HIV infection, vaccine researchers turned to radically different models for conveying the immune stimulus (Benmira, Bhattacharya, and Schmid 2010).

During the 1980s, a research team had managed to genetically engineer a live smallpox virus to produce a key protein from the surface of another virus – the hepatitis B virus. Chimpanzees infected with this modified smallpox virus turned out to be immune against hepatitis B (Moss et al. 1984). Of course, no one contemplated infecting a human being with smallpox in order to immunize him against hepatitis B. But if we could instead find a benign
virus to act as a live vector, then perhaps we could similarly engineer it to produce immunogenic proteins from HIV.

Efforts focused on a common-cold virus called adenovirus 5 (or Ad5) as a potential live vector (Downey et al. 1983, Rodrigues et al. 1997, Rodrigues et al. 1998, Patterson, Papagatsias, and Benlahrech 2009). Evidence had accumulated, in particular, that a genetically engineered version of Ad5, once it naturally infected the cells of the vaccine recipient, could activate its newly acquired genes to boost anti-HIV cellular immunity (Sekaly 2008). Even if the Ad5 vaccine could not completely block HIV infection, perhaps it would stave off the progression of the infection to AIDS.

In the STEP vaccine trial, the pharmaceutical manufacturer Merck made a major, multimillion-dollar investment to test this concept (Harris 2009). Almost 3,000 participants were recruited from 34 sites where subtype B was prevalent, including Australia, Brazil, Canada, the Dominican Republic, Haiti, Jamaica, Peru, Puerto Rico and the United States. Participants were given one injection with each of three Ad5 viruses modified to contain the HIV genes *gag*, *pol* and *nef*, respectively.

Unfortunately, Merck’s Ad5-based vaccine did not fully live up to expectations. While the vaccine stimulated cellular immunity (McElrath et al. 2008), it showed no reduction in HIV incidence compared to a placebo vaccine (Buchbinder et al. 2008). What’s more, a participant’s prior immunity to the Ad5 virus turned out to at least double the risk that he would come down with HIV during the trial (Buchbinder et al. 2008). As a result, the Phambili trial of the same vaccine in South Africa was cancelled (NIAID 2007, Gray, Buchbinder, and Duerr 2010, Moodie et al. 2015), while PAVE-100, another Ad5-based trial proposed for Africa and the Caribbean was put on hold (Day and Kublin 2013).

5.2. The RV144 Trial

There were two competing explanations for the failure of Merck’s STEP vaccine. One was that the whole concept of using a virus vector was flawed. The other was that adenovirus 5 simply wasn’t the right vector. Perhaps vaccine recipients preferentially developed polyreactive antibodies against many Ad5 proteins, including its native proteins, and not just against the artificial HIV proteins inserted into the vector’s genetic code (Sekaly 2008). While Ad5 had been engineered to infect the host cells of the vaccine recipient without itself multiplying (Wold and Toth 2013), even this replication-defective adenovirus 5 stimulated a strong immune reaction in
humans. What’s more, a significant proportion of participants in the Merck STEP study already had antibodies to Ad5.

To help sort out these two possibilities, the RV144 Trial, conducted by the U.S. Military HIV Research Program (MHRP), tested a two-component vaccine on over 16,400 supposedly HIV-negative volunteers in Thailand. The first component – a primer– was based instead on the canarypox vector, a proprietary product acquired by Sanofi Pasteur named ALVAC. The second component – a two-dose booster– was AIDSVAX B/E. Even if this new vaccine protocol were to have commercial value, it would ultimately come too late for VaxGen’s stockholders, as the company negotiated the rights to AIDSVAX to a nonprofit foundation in 2008.

In a December 2009 intent-to-treat analysis of the RV144 data – which included all participants – MHRP scientists reported a statistically insignificant “trend” toward HIV prevention with an estimated efficacy of 26.4%. The findings looked more promising when the researchers tossed out 7 participants who were discovered to be already HIV-positive at the time they were enrolled in the trial, or when they analyzed only those participants in the intervention group who followed through with all vaccine doses (Rerks-Ngarm et al. 2009). Still, the problem was that an efficacy of about 26 percent simply wasn’t enough to make the vaccine realistically useful for HIV prevention.

One possible reason that RV144 gave only weak protection against HIV was that the two booster doses with AIDSVAX B/E were inadequate. To explore that possibility, a public-private collaborative team called the Pox-Protein Public-Private Partnership (or P5) initiated Uhambo in 2016, using the combination of the canarypox ALVAC vaccine from Sanofi Pasteur along with multiple booster doses at one year and 18 months of a different purified form of gp120 from GlaxoSmithKline (GSK) adapted to HIV subtype C, which is more prevalent in South Africa.

We already know that Uhambo was called off in February 2020. But those findings have in turn led scientists to test other variations of the vector-based prime-boost strategy to achieve adequate immunity against HIV. 7 The Imbokodo trial in women (HVTN 705) and the Mosaico trial in men (HVTN 706), both sponsored by Janssen, used an adenovirus 26 vector encoding proteins from a mosaic of different HIV subtypes, along with a purified gp140, another key

---

7 In a 2013 review entitled “Lessons Learned from HIV Vaccine Clinical Efficacy Trials,” one pair of commentators wrote, “Moreover, valuable information has emerged from RV144 and the other completed efficacy trials and is serving to guide vaccine discovery efforts.” (Day and Kublin 2013)
protein on HIV’s envelope, as a booster (U.S. National Library of Medicine 2020b, a). Both Mosaico and Imbokodo are ongoing.

5.3. Virus-Like Particles

If a significant proportion of vaccine recipients already had antibodies against naturally occurring viral vectors such as Ad5 and Ad26, was there any way to create an artificial viral vector to which recipients would be immunologically naïve? That’s where the idea of virus-like particles (VLPs) came into play (Doan et al. 2005, Young et al. 2006). In this novel vector system, a purified viral glycoprotein was not directly administered to the recipient, as was the case with purified gp120 in the AIDSvax trials and purified gp120 and gp140 in the booster doses of the RV144, Imbokodo, and Mosaico trials. Instead, an amalgam of viral glycoproteins was assembled into a particle that resembled a real virus but did not have any nucleic acid and thus could not reproduce (Zhao, Ao, and Yao 2016). While work has continued on a VLP-based vaccine against HIV, other vaccines based on the VLP platform are already in use against human papillomavirus (HPV), hepatitis B, and malaria (Fuenmayor, Godia, and Cervera 2017).

5.4. DC Therapeutic Vaccines

As we’ve already learned, researchers became increasingly convinced that cellular immunity was critical to mounting an effective defense against HIV. They further understood the long-term maintenance of cellular immune defenses would be essential to keeping an HIV-infected person healthy without having to take lifelong antiretroviral medication. Boosting cellular immunity was thus the key not only to HIV prevention, but also to its treatment.

There was a growing scientific consensus that those vaccines most closely mimicking a natural viral infection had a greater propensity to boost cellular immunity. Live attenuated virus vaccines were in that category, but as we’ve noted, the risk of a back mutation to virulent HIV, or of recombination with the virulent form, was just too great. They had learned from the Merck STEP trial that live viral vectors could stimulate cellular immunity, but multiple clinical trials with that vaccine model had so far not succeeded.

In the cellular immune system, a dendritic cell (DC) – or another antigen-presenting cell (APC) such as a macrophage – engulfs an antigen molecular and then presents the antigen to a killer CD8+ lymphocyte, which gobbles it up. (See note 3 above.) The acquired knowledge of the detailed workings of the cellular immune system led to the idea of creating a vaccine consisting of an individual’s own DCs loaded with HIV antigens, HIV antigen-expressing viral
vectors, HIV antigen-containing VLPs, or HIV antigen-encoding RNA (Kundu et al. 1998, Lu et al. 2004). By 2016, seventeen clinical trials had been undertaken to see whether the DC-based approach could be employed as a therapeutic strategy in HIV-infected patients (Zhao, Ao, and Yao 2016). Unfortunately, the DC vaccine approach has thus far not proved to be consistently effective (Gandhi et al. 2016), but efforts to refine this strategy continue (da Silva et al. 2018).

6. Nucleic Acid Vaccines

If vaccine designers were going to all the trouble of extracting the sequences of RNA from key HIV genes, then converting these RNA sequences into DNA sequences, and then inserting these DNA sequences into the genome of a replication-defective DNA-based vector virus, then why not just skip the vector altogether and work directly with the HIV-derived RNA from start? Why not copy the key HIV gene sequences into messenger RNA (or mRNA), the form of RNA that cells naturally used as an amplifier to crank out multiple copies of proteins? Or if not mRNA, then why not work at least with the corresponding sequences of DNA?

The use of freestanding nucleic acids, it was understood, might be vastly easier than inactivating or attenuating a whole virus, or inserting a gene into another vector virus. Those vaccine technologies had to be customized for each virus and, in some cases, each strain of each virus. But the technology for developing nucleic acid-based vaccines could, at least in principle, be more readily standardized, and thus take advantage of significant economies of scale and scope (Maruggi et al. 2019).

By 1990, investigators working with mice, found that naked DNA or RNA, when injected directly into muscle, could result in the expression of the encoded protein (Wolff et al. 1990). By 1993, in another mouse-based study, naked DNA coding for a protein from one influenza virus had been found to stimulate the immune response to a related but distinct influenza virus (Ulmer et al. 1993). While naked nucleic acids initially appeared to be too unstable to be used alone in a workable vaccine, other investigators were able to package a water-based solution containing RNA inside globules lined with fat molecules, a drug delivery device called a liposome (Martinon et al. 1993).

---

8 When the 2009 H1N1 pandemic hit, vaccine developers took six months just to switch the strain of influenza virus to be covered – too late for the second wave that hit the U.S. in the fall of that year (Amanat and Krammer 2020).
These initial advances in the use of nucleic acid vaccines offered a scientific basis for moving forward with further research. Still, the critical added stimulus to the search for a nucleic acid vaccine was the repeated failure to get the live virus vector model to work for HIV. What’s more, there remained significant uncertainty about the respective roles of humoral and cellular immunity in mounting an effective defense against HIV, and preliminary evidence suggested that nucleic acid vaccines for HIV more closely mimicked the form of infection that would adequately stimulate both immune systems (Mascola et al. 2005, Allen et al. 2000, Amara et al. 2001, Liu 2010).

6.1. HTVN 505 and the Path to mRNA

Then came the HVTN 505 trial, which tested a vaccine combining two components: a primer dose of a DNA-based vaccine expressing six HIV genes, followed by a booster dose of a replication-defective Ad5 vector containing the same genes (Hammer et al. 2013). The primer dose of the DNA-based vaccine was made from plasmid DNA, a naked, circular loop of double-stranded DNA that exits naturally in bacterial cells. Unfortunately, after two years of follow up, 27 of the 1,253 individuals randomized to receive the two-component vaccine came down with HIV, compared to 21 of the 1,251 individuals randomly assigned to receive a placebo (Hammer et al. 2013).

Once again, failure led to further research to explain the failure. One suggested explanation was that the prime-boost DNA-Ad5 combination used in HVTN 505 likewise stimulated weak, polyreactive antibodies against the Ad5 vector (Williams et al. 2015). The other possibility was that a DNA-based vaccine was simply not going to work, in part because the plasmid DNA had too hard a time passing into the target cell nucleus (Maruggi et al. 2019). This stimulated further in interest in mRNA-based vaccines, which only had to get into the host cell cytoplasm to do their job.

Still, mRNA vaccines still faced significant obstacles. One of the trickiest problems was that mRNA itself stimulated an immune response. That’s not what vaccine researchers wanted. The whole point was to stimulate the immune response to the protein that the mRNA encoded, not the mRNA itself. That problem was ultimately solved in 2005 by chemically tinkering with the natural bases that make up RNA’s molecular backbone (Kariko et al. 2005, Kariko et al. 2008). But even with that problem out of the way, experimental HIV vaccines based on mRNA
provoked other inflammatory responses that tended to counteract their effectiveness (Pollard et al. 2013).

To address these problems, researchers worked on more sophisticated systems for delivering mRNA to the vaccine recipient. One important advance was the development self-amplifying mRNA (or SAM). The idea was to take the section of mRNA that codes for a particular immunogenic protein and splice it onto another section of mRNA that contains the code for amplification of the RNA and expression of the protein (Pardi et al. 2018, Moyo et al. 2019). In one study, researchers created an SAM, splicing the mRNA encoding HIV’s envelope protein into the mRNA from the alphavirus, then wrapped the hybrid mRNA in a lipid particle (Bogers et al. 2015).

Nor were HIV vaccine researchers deterred from pushing ahead with human trials of RNA vaccine prototypes. In one phase 1 trial, investigators injected an mRNA vaccine encoding 16 key fragments of HIV RNA into the lymph nodes of human volunteers who were already chronically infected with HIV. At the highest dose, the vaccine appeared to stimulate the cellular immune response, thus raising the hope that it could ultimately be used as therapy for those already infected (Leal et al. 2018).

By 2019, just months before SARS-CoV-2 was about to enter the world stage, mRNA had reached the forefront of vaccine research, with experimental tests of vaccines against influenza, Zika, and Ebola virus as well (Maruggi et al. 2019). With many of the problems of packaging mRNA out of the way, and with the possibility of streamlined fabrication of mRNA vaccines on demand, it has become clear in retrospect that if mRNA vaccines actually worked, they would be the first out of the starting gate in the race for a SARS-CoV-2 vaccine.

7. SARS-CoV-2 Vaccines

7.1. They Knew It Was Coming.

The SARS-CoV-1 outbreak in 2002-2003 and the continuing reintroduction of MERS-CoV on the Arabian Peninsula a decade later (Lee 2015) sent a clear message to the public health and scientific communities well before the December 2019 outbreak of SARS-CoV-2 in Wuhan, China. At any minute, a novel, lethal respiratory coronavirus could emerge with the potential for pandemic human-to-human spread (Cockrell et al. 2018, Maruggi et al. 2019). Piggybacking on the major advances in virology, immunology and molecular biology achieved during the
scientific confrontation with HIV, researchers already knew that human coronaviruses were positive-sense RNA viruses with a key spike glycoprotein that protruded from viral envelope. They already knew that the spike glycoprotein could bind to viral receptors on host target cells. The spike glycoprotein of SARS-Cov-1, they knew as well, could bind a receptor called ACE2 in human lungs (Cockrell et al. 2017, Cockrell et al. 2018). They knew it was coming and, at least from the scientific point of view of vaccine development, they were ready.

7.2. Pivotal Knowledge Leak

Within a month after the initial outbreak in Wuhan, China, the complete genetic code of SARS-CoV-2 was published (Wu et al. 2020a, b, Zhou et al. 2020, Zhu et al. 2020, Lu et al. 2020), an unimaginable, lightning-paced feat in comparison to the decade it took for the genome of HIV to be unraveled (Bachmann et al. 1994). This disclosure – no doubt the pivotal knowledge leak of the entire COVID-19 pandemic – led quickly to confirmation that the spike glycoprotein SARS-Cov-2 would likewise bind to the ACE2 receptor in human lungs (Lan et al. 2020, Wrapp et al. 2020). By February 3, 2020, the day that the Ohambu HIV vaccine trial was cancelled, almost precisely the day when SARS-CoV-2 had jumped from Hubei to Italy (Worobey et al. 2020), scientists in the know had already arrived at an important conclusion. Just as the gp120 envelope glycoprotein had played a key role in the search for HIV vaccines that began more than two decades earlier, the spike protein could serve as an immune stimulus for potential vaccines against SARS-Cov-2 (Lan et al. 2020, Wrapp et al. 2020).

The importance of this knowledge leak cannot be overemphasized. With multiple vaccine-development groups on the ready to respond to a new pandemic threat, it is doubtful that any single firm could have capitalized on its private knowledge of the SARS-CoV-2 genome for long. Still, if there had been even a few weeks delay until investigators outside China acquired viral samples and sequenced the viral RNA, we would not be where we are today.

7.3. HIV Vaccines as Progenitors

As of March 5, 2021, the World Health Organization’s COVID-19 Candidate Vaccine Landscape and Tracker reported 78 candidate vaccines undergoing human clinical trials or already in use, and 181 additional candidates in preclinical development (World Health Organization 2021). Among 78 candidates in the clinical phase, 68 (or 86 percent) involved technologies that could be traced back to prototypes tested in HIV vaccine trials, while only 11 (14 percent) were based on inactivated virus and a live attenuated virus.
Table 1 shows the specifics. The largest category – nearly one-third of vaccine candidates undergoing clinical – was based on the purified viral protein model. We have already seen how the glycoprotein gp120 on the surface of HIV was found to be the key molecule unlocking the receptors on human host CD4+ lymphocytes. The purification of gp120 led to the development of AIDSVAX B/B and AIDSVAX B/E. While both of these vaccine candidates failed in clinical trials (Flynn et al. 2005, Pitisuttithum et al. 2006), purified gp120 and related viral glycoproteins served as the booster shots in the RV144, Uhamabo, Mosaico and Imbokodo trials (Rerks-Ngarm et al. 2009, Bekker et al. 2018, Abakus 1973, U.S. National Library of Medicine 2020b, a, Cohen 2020). With the exception of Mosaico and Imbokodo, which are ongoing, these trials likewise failed to produce an effective, workable HIV vaccine.

**Table 1. HIV Vaccine Progenitors of SARS-CoV-2 Vaccine Candidates in Clinical Trials**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Vaccine Model</th>
<th>SARS-CoV-2 Candidates</th>
<th>HIV Vaccine Progenitor †</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Number</td>
<td>Percent</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Purified Viral Subunit</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>32.1%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nucleic Acid ‡</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>25.6%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Viral Vector §</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>20.5%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Inactivated Virus</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>12.8%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Virus-Like Particle</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>3.8%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Viral Vector + DC ¶</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>3.8%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Attenuated Virus</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1.3%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

* Among 78 SARS-CoV-2 vaccine candidates in clinical trials identified by WHO as of March 5, 2021 (World Health Organization 2021). These include vaccines currently approved or reported to have completed phase 3 trials (Kyriakidis et al. 2021): Pfizer-BioNTech (nucleic acid); Moderna (nucleic acid); Oxford-AstraZeneca (viral vector); Johnson & Johnson (viral vector); Gamaleya-Sputnik V (viral vector); CanSino Biological (viral vector); Novavax (purified viral subunit); Sinovac (inactivated virus); Sinopharm (inactivated virus); Bharat (inactivated virus); and Medicago-Glaxo Smith Kline (virus-like particle).

† Not all progenitors identified. For example, other progenitors of the Purified Viral Subunit model included the booster doses in the RV144, Unambo, Mosaico and Imbokodo trials.

‡ Includes vaccines based on plasma DNA and messenger RNA.

§ Includes vaccines based on replicating and non-replicating viral vectors.

¶ DC = dendritic cell. WHO refers instead to antigen-presenting cells (APCs).
Yet the entire line of research laid the scientific foundation for subsequent identification of the spike protein as the key molecule on SARS-CoV-2 unlocking ACE2 receptors in the human lungs and other organs. It further laid the foundation for the use of purified versions of the spike protein in vaccine candidates currently under development against SARS-CoV-2. One of these candidates is NVX-CoV2373, under development by Novavax, produced high titers of neutralizing antibodies in a phase 1/2 trial (Keech et al. 2020) and has been under phase 3 investigation since September 2020.

The model employed for the priming dose in the STEP, RV144, Unambo, Mosaico and Imbokodo trials of HIV vaccine candidates was a viral vector. The STEP relied on the Ad5 virus. When that trial failed, the RV144 and Uhambo trials switched to a canarypox viral vector. When those trials failed, the Mosaico and Imbokodo trials switched to the Ad26 virus. Now, one-fifth of the vaccines against SARS-CoV-2 in Table 1 are based upon the viral vector model. Among these vaccines is the Ad26.COV2.S candidate, developed by Johnson & Johnson and Beth Israel Deaconess Medical Center and recently approved for emergency use in the United States and based upon the Ad26 vector (Sadoff et al. 2021, National Institute of Allergy and Infectious Diseases 2021).

Other SARS-CoV-2 vaccines based upon the viral vector model include AZD1222, developed by AstraZeneca and Oxford University, based upon the Ad5 vector (van Doremalen et al. 2020), and Gem-COVID-Vac/Sputnik V, developed by Gamalaya Research Institute, based upon a priming dose with Ad26 vector and a booster dose with the Ad5 vector (Sputnik V 2020, Kyriakidis et al. 2021). It is not just the case that the HIV vector vaccine trials predated these SARS-CoV-2 vaccines. The knowledge gained from these failed progenitor trials – particularly a greater understanding of the role of preexisting antibodies against the viral vectors themselves – contributed directly to the design of their more successful progeny.

As shown in Table 1, about one in four SARS-CoV-2 vaccine candidates in clinical trials is based upon the nucleic acid platform. These include not only the mRNA-based vaccines from Pfizer-BioNTech (Polack et al. 2020)and Moderna (Anderson et al. 2020, Widge et al. 2021), already approved for emergency use in the United States and other jurisdictions, but also plasmid DNA-based and other mRNA-based vaccines in development. While a phase 1 trial of a plasmid DNA-based HIV vaccine was launched as early as 2002 (Graham et al. 2006), only one nucleic acid-based vaccine against HIV has advanced as far enough to undergo evaluation in a phase 3
clinical trial. In the HTVN 505 trial, as we’ve already noted, a priming dose with a plasmid DNA-based vaccine was combined with an Ad5 vector-based booster (Hammer et al. 2013). That’s not a whole lot of progenitors.

But this is not about keeping a box score of the number of DNA-based and RNA-based vaccines against HIV. The critical issue is that the repeated failure of vector-based vaccine candidates against HIV provided the momentum to press forward with nucleic acid-based models. And the further failure of the plasmid DNA-based vaccine in HTVN 505 enhanced the incentive to investigate mRNA-based vaccines as alternatives. After all, DNA was known to be more stable than RNA, but RNA only had to enter the host cell cytoplasm to do its job, while DNA had to go one step further and get into the cell nucleus. So, if a DNA-based vaccine didn’t work, then researchers would have to figure out how to deliver a more stable RNA-based vaccine.

Table 1 shows us that fewer SARS-CoV-2 candidates have exploited the virus-like particle and the dendritic cell models. Still, the same underlying paradigm applies. The failure of the viral vector model to yield an effective vaccine against HIV expanded the search for other models that mimicked viral infection and thus stimulated an adequate cellular immune response.

8. Counterarguments

8.1. What About Inactivated Virus Vaccines?

The first counterargument comes directly out of Table 1. A total of 14 percent of SARS-CoV-2 vaccine candidates in clinical trials have been based on conventional models that predated the search for an HIV vaccine. These include inactivated viral vaccines developed by Sinovac (Zhang et al. 2021), Sinopharm (Xia et al. 2021), and Bharat (Ella et al. 2020), which are now in use in several countries worldwide.

The inactivated vaccine model may appear to be so primitive that its successful application does not even require knowledge of the SARS-CoV-2 genome. Just marinate the virus in formaldehyde – or, more recently, in the alkylating agent beta propiolactone (BPL) – and it’s ready for prime time. But that is far from the reality of modern vaccine development.

It has been long been known that an inactivated virus cannot on its own infect host cells and thus adequately stimulate cellular immunity. That could lead to a weaker, shorter-lived immune response and thus require higher doses and repeated boosters. To get around this
limitation, inactivated virus vaccines had to be administered with a mixture of aluminum salts called alum, which acts as an adjuvant (Christensen 2016). In fact, all three of the inactivated virus vaccines currently in use against SARS-CoV-2 are administered along with alum or another aluminum salt (Kyriakidis et al. 2021).

The use of vaccine adjuvants is hardly new. What is new is the regulatory framework for demonstrating that a vaccine candidate is effective. It is no longer enough for a developer to submit data that a virus was inactivated with BPL and then combined with alum. Developers now have to show that the BPL disables the viral RNA without also knocking out the surface glycoproteins that stimulate the host’s immune response (Fan et al. 2017). They now have to demonstrate during phase 1/2 trials that their proposed candidate adequately stimulates cellular immunity as well as humoral immunity, especially in view of the evidence that natural infection with some coronaviruses evokes only limited-duration protection (Choe et al. 2017). Had it not been for advances in virology and immunology achieved through HIV research in the 1980s and 1990s, one wonders whether inactivated viral vaccines against SARS-CoV-2 would have cleared these significantly higher, modern-day regulatory hurdles.

As we’ve already learned, the search for an HIV vaccine focused researchers’ attention on the importance of the cellular immune response to infection, and not just the humoral immune response. Scientists had learned that the first step in the infection of a CD4+ cell, also called a T-helper (or Th) cell, was the attachment of key glycoprotein gp120 (Fauci 1988). They further determined that there were actually two types of Th cells. Resistance to HIV infection, it was found, was associated with a strong response of type-1 T-helper cells (Th1), which mediated the cellular immune response. By contrast, progression of HIV infection to AIDS was associated with a switch to type-2 T-helper cells (Th2), which mediated the humoral immune response (Romagnani et al. 1994).

Knowledge about the nature of virus-host molecular interaction and the cellular immune response – acquired from the confrontation with HIV – ultimately helped to resuscitate conventional vaccine technologies. In phase 1/2 trials, each one of three inactivated virus

---

9 Immunologists now regard Th1 and Th2 as distinct phenotypes of both CD4+ and CD8+ cells, but the complete scheme had not been worked out when the Th1 → Th2 switch hypothesis was first elaborated.
candidates (Sinovac, Sinopharm, Bharat) was able to demonstrate a dominance of Th1 over Th2 activation.\textsuperscript{10}

\textbf{8.2. SARS-CoV-1, MERS-CoV, and Other Viruses Deserve the Credit Instead.}

The second counterargument is that outbreaks of other deadly coronaviruses – SARS-CoV-1 in 2002-2003 and MERS-CoV – are what really prepared us scientifically for the arrival of SARS-CoV-2. By the time that the latter virus arrived in late 2019, as we’ve acknowledged, virologists already knew that coronaviruses were single-stranded, positive-sense RNA viruses, that the outer shell was adorned with spike proteins, that the spike protein of SARS-CoV-1 locked onto the ACE2 receptor of the host cell. They even understood the conformational change in the spike’s S molecule required to fuse with host cell membrane (Masters 2006). Vaccines against SARS-CoV-1 and MERS-CoV, based upon the technologies described in Table 1, were already in development, and a few candidates had entered clinical trials (Enjuanes et al. 2016, Li et al. 2020). There is little doubt that the acquired knowledge about SARS-CoV-1 and MERS-CoV set the stage for the extraordinarily rapid emergence of workable, efficacious SARS-CoV-2 vaccines in 2020.

Quite apart from SARS-CoV-1 and MERS-CoV, didn’t research on other unrelated viruses also contribute to our scientific know-how? Take Ebola virus. The Ebola vaccine is based upon a viral vector derived from the vesicular stomatitis virus (VSV). A critical step in vaccine development was the creation of a genetically engineered VSV that expressed the Zaire Ebola virus (ZEBOV) glycoprotein (Garbutt et al. 2004, Jones et al. 2005, Feldmann et al. 2007). The resultant vaccine (rVSV-ZEBOV) was approved in Dec. 2019 (Monath et al. 2019). Subsequently, the European Medicines Agency approved a separate viral vector vaccine for the Zaire strain of Ebola (commercially called Zabdeno) based upon a combination of two vectors, Ad26 and Modified Vaccinia Ankara (European Medicines Agency 2020).

Human papillomavirus (HPV) is a major cause of cervical cancer and other diseases. The HPV vaccines in current use are virus-like particles (Kirnbauer et al. 1992, Kirnbauer et al. 1993, Harro et al. 2001, Koutsky et al. 2002). And we’ve already acknowledged that a vaccine based on the virus-like particle technology is currently in use against hepatitis B (Fuenmayor, Godia, and Cervera 2017). What’s more, those vaccines were successes, not failures.

\textsuperscript{10} It has also been suggested HIV trials in South Africa have created the necessary infrastructure for subsequently conducting SARS-CoV-2 trials (Miller 2021). We will not pursue this line of inquiry here.
The principal response to this multifaceted counterargument is that the foregoing observations about other vaccines are accurate but shortsighted. For any one of these vaccines – call it vaccine X – we could have adapted this article with a modified title: The Repeated Setbacks of HIV Vaccine Development Laid the Groundwork for Vaccine X.

It is not enough merely to cite the development of some other viral vaccine X as a counterexample. One would have to argue that vaccine X was developed along a track independent from and unaided by the search for an HIV vaccine. That would not fit the facts.

To the contrary, the successful search for a human papillomavirus (HPV) vaccine shared common techniques of virology and molecular biology with the failed search for an HIV vaccine. Attempts to exploit the virus-like particle model go back to the early years of the HIV epidemic (Gheysen et al. 1989, Delchambre et al. 1989, Wagner et al. 1998, Buonaguro et al. 2002). The successful Ebola vaccines and the unsuccessful HIV vaccine likewise drew from a common knowledge base. The development of the VSV viral vector used in the Ebola vaccine did not come out of nowhere. In fact, the first experimental Ebola virus vaccine to protect nonhuman primates involved an adenovirus 5 vector (Sullivan et al. 2000), the same vector that served as the prototype for the Merck STEP vaccine.

To reiterate, the development of viral vector vaccines for HIV and for Ebola shared common techniques of virology and molecular biology. To contend that we have an ample menu of candidate vector virus vaccines against SARS-CoV-2 today because we managed to develop rVSV-ZEBOV just in time and that prior work on vector virus vaccines for HIV was an irrelevant bystander doesn’t fit the facts.

9. Private Losses, Public Gains

If we dare to accept the principal contention of this article, then we are confronted with a truly massive R&D spillover. A relatively modest investment of about US$ 16 billion spread over two decades on an enterprise that, on its face, has been unsuccessful actually laid the foundation for a subsequently successful enterprise that may end up saving the world from the brutal endgame of the plagues (Cohn 2008, Alfani and Bonetti 2019). This singular case study, with a sample size of one, would appear to be so important that we ought to think hard about what, if anything, it teaches us about the economics of innovation.
9.1. How Do Firms Learn from Failures?

Let’s enumerate some of the private entities investing in HIV vaccine development that appeared, at least facially, to have sustained losses: VaxGen, the relatively small U.S. biotechnology company that originally owned the rights to the AIDSVAX vaccine; the South Korean investors who entered into a US$ 122 million joint venture with VaxGen to manufacture more than 200 million doses of AIDSVAX vaccines annually; Merck, the pharmaceutical firm that made a multimillion-dollar investment in the STEP Ad5 viral vector vaccine; Sanofi Pasteur, the pharmaceutical firm whose proprietary canarypox vector ALVAC was tested in the RV144 trial; and GlaxoSmithKline (GSK), whose purified gp120 adapted to HIV subtype C was used in the Uhambo trial. The apparent failures of these private entities to capitalize on their intellectual property rights to specific vaccine platforms were counterbalanced by enormous social gains in immunology, virology, molecular biology, and vaccine design generally.

There is certainly no paucity of economic research examining how one firm learns from another firm’s innovation (Jaffe 1986, Bernstein 1988, Ornaghi 2006). Neither is there a lack of data on the ripple effects of an apparently narrow innovation in one product market on the state of the art in other product markets. The discovery of froth flotation, for example, initially implemented in the refining of sulfide ores, ended up benefiting firms in mineral processing generally, waste water treatment, and paper recycling (Lynchagin et al. 2016). Nor is there any denying that firms don’t always gain from R&D spillovers (Bloom, Schankerman, and Van Reenen 2013). Nor has it been lost on economists that the social returns to R&D are in the aggregate a multiple of the private returns (Lucking, Bloom, and Van Reenen 2019). Still, the case where a sustained string of private R&D failures has been associated with substantial social gains has received little attention.

There is an interesting literature on how organizations react to their own failures (Desai 2016). During the launch of the Atlantis orbiter in October 2002, a piece of foam insulation broke off, damaging a ring holding a rocket booster but not interfering with the mission. During the launch of Columbia in January 2003, a piece of foam insulation similarly broke off, damaging the left wing, and ultimately resulting in the disastrous disintegration of the orbiter upon reentry and the demise of seven crew members. The response of the National Aeronautics and Space Administration to the Columbia failure, it has been noted, stood in stark contrast to its response to the Atlantis accident, which was perceived as a success (Madsen and Desai 2010).
Here, however, our focus is on the responses of firms and other organizations to the failures of others. In December 2006, Pfizer abruptly halted its phase 3 trial of torcetrapib, a next-generation drug intended to increase blood concentrations of HDL (the “good”) cholesterol, on which the firm had already invested US$ 800 million, when interim data showed the intervention group had 82 deaths while the control group had only 51 (Tanne 2006). The failure appears to have motivated competitor Merck to design a scaled-back trial in patients at highest cardiovascular risk to assess whether its own candidate drug anacetrapib posed the same risks as Pfizer’s torcetrapib (Cannon et al. 2010). The failure of torcetrapib ultimately delayed Merck’s larger phase 3 trial of its own anacetrapib by about 4 years (News Analysis 2011). Competitor Roche, by contrast, apparently motivated in part by molecular differences between its own candidate dalcatrapib and Pfizer’s torcetrapib, went forward with its phase 3 trial (News Analysis 2011, Schwartz et al. 2009).

Case studies of this sort have led investigators to hypothesize that the phase 3 clinical trial is the critical catalyst for knowledge leaks of negative results in bio-pharmaceutical R&D (Magazzani, Pamolli, and Riccaboni 2012, Chiou et al. 2016). In our study, this hypothesis points the finger at AIDSVAX, Merck STEP, RV144, Uhambu, and other failed phase 3 HIV vaccine trials as key pathways for the diffusion of know-how that prepared us for SARS-CoV-2 vaccines. Still, there is evidence that phase 2 trials have been just as instrumental in opening up knowledge leaks (Krieger 2021).

More than a few economists have suggested that patents on existing innovations may inhibit subsequent scientific research and product development (Galasso and Schankerman 2015). Whether this phenomenon – well documented in the case of the human genome project (Williams 2013) – applies just as well to the development of HIV and other antiviral vaccines is less clear. Intellectual property rights to adenovirus 5 (Ad5) based viral-vector vaccines did not stop Sanofi Pasteur from developing a canarypox viral-vector based vaccine. Nor did patents on purified gp120 stop GlaxoSmithKline (GSK) from developing another form of the purified glycoprotein adapted to an HIV subtype more prevalent in South Africa.

Still other researchers have distinguished between the R&D spillover effects of complete failures and near failures (Kim and Miner 2007). A study of the disk drive industry suggested that a firm’s complete exit from a market has a considerably greater inhibitory effect on knowledge diffusion that less-than-total failure with survival (Hoetker and Agarwal 2007). This
distinction, however, may not have been critically important in the diffusion of knowledge generated by HIV vaccine research. While VaxGen, the developer of the AIDSVAX version of purified gp120, exited the market, the firm negotiated its intellectual property rights to a nonprofit foundation in 2008. AIDSVAX and related glycoproteins were subsequently employed as boosters in the RV144, Uhamabo, Mosaico and Imbokodo clinical trials. This observation suggests that the nonprofit sector may have been a critical vehicle in transferring otherwise doomed technical know-how from a failed firm to successors.

Why isn’t it simply the case that the public sector kept the search for an HIV vaccine alive, even in the face of a string of failures of private vaccine candidates? After all, the public section has made far and away the largest contribution to HIV vaccine R&D over the last two decades (Resource Tracking for HIV Prevention R&D Working Group (RTWG) 2019, 2020). The Pox-Protein Public-Private Partnership (or P5) initiated the Uhambo trial in 2016. Public regulation of pharmaceuticals created the framework that requires conducting the phase 2 and 3 clinical trials that were undoubtedly instrumental in promoting knowledge leaks. That said, we still need to acknowledge that a substantial majority of vaccines currently in use – and of vaccine candidates that have failed – have been developed by private firms taking advantage of their intellectual property rights. These are the firms that ultimately have to learn from each other’s failures.

Whatever the underlying mechanisms that transformed the succession of failed HIV vaccines into the growing list of successful SARS-CoV-2 vaccines already in use today, we need to take a broad view of the returns to HIV-related research and development. A narrow view that focused myopically on the string of setbacks of HIV vaccine development would vastly understate its contribution to our social welfare.
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